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PUNAM ANAND KELLER
LAURENGOLDBERG BLOCK*
We investigate the conditions under which messages that prompt low and high
levels of fear are likely to be effective. Our premise is that when a low level of fear
is ineffective, it is because there is insufficient elaboration ,f the harmful consequences of engaging in the destructive behavior. By contrast, when appeals arousing
high levels of fear are ineffective, it is because too much elaboration on the harmful
consequences interferes with processing of the recommended change in behavior.
We find support for these expectations in the context of a communication advocating
that people stop smoking. The elaboration-enhancing interventions used, self-reference and imagery processing, increased the persuasiveness of a low-fear appeal
by prompting elaboration on the harmful consequences of smoking, whereas the
use of two elaboration-suppressing interventions, reference to others and objective
processing, increased the persuasiveness of a high-fear appeal by decreasing the
extent to which consumers deny harmful consequences.

W

hat is the effect of fear arousal on attitude

Two distinctfunctionsof this messagecan be discerned.
One is to state the problemby presentinginformation
about the harmful consequences of the behavior. The
second function is to offera solution comprisedof recommended actions that one might take to avoid the
negativeconsequences(Hovland et al. 1953). The persuasiveimpactof suchfear-evokingmessagesis typically
assessedby the level of elaborationand agreementwith
the advocatedsolution.
Following this approach, several conditions have
been found to undermineelaborationon a solution for
both low and high levels of fear. When the problem is
not perceived as serious, as is often the case when an
appealinvolves a low level of fear, an individualis unlikely to elaborateon the solution. For instance, if an
accidentinvolvingalcohol merelycausesstiffnessin the
joints and tearing of the skin on one's knees, one is
unlikely to be motivated to elaborateon the solution
(e.g., designatea person to serve as driver).When the
harmful consequences are perceived as too severe, as
in the case of the high-fearappealillustratedabove, one
may engagein defensivedenial of the messageby denying eitherthe existence of a problem(e.g., "I only have
two drinks if I'm driving") or its importance (e.g.,
"Drinkingis not the only cause of trafficaccidents").
Again, there is little elaboration on the steps recommended in the solution.
The above analysissuggeststhat an appealgenerating
low levels of fearwould benefitby more elaborationon
the harmful consequencesso that recipientsare moti-

Al VTchange? Do scare tactics enhance or inhibit
message persuasiveness? Despite more than 40 years of
research on this issue, an unequivocal answer is not
possible. In some instances, fear arousal prompts a decrease in persuasion (Hovland, Janis, and Kelley 1953);
in others, fear arousal enhances persuasion (King and
Reid 1990) or results in an increase and then a decrease
in persuasion (Janis 1967; Miller 1951). Furthermore,
as Eagly and Chaiken (1993) noted, there is no compelling account of when and why these outcomes occur.
As a starting point for gaining insight about how fear
arousal affects persuasion, consider the following message, which is characteristic of those used in investigations of the effect of fear.
Drinkingand driving is dangerousto your health. You
can be paralyzedinstantaneously.All it takesis one sudden lurchforwardand a quicksnappingbackof the upper
torso to sever your spinal cord.
You can stop drinkingand drivingin just threeeasysteps:
(1) designatea driverbeforeyou startout, (2) hand over
the keys to the designateddriver, and (3) include the
designateddriverin the festivities.Designateddriverscan
have as much fun as the rest of the group.
*PunamAnand Keller is associateprofessorof marketingin the
Kenan-FlaglerBusiness School, University of North Carolina at
ChapelHill, ChapelHill, NC 27514. LaurenGoldbergBlock is assistantprofessorof marketing,Stern School of Business,New York
University,New York, NY 10012.
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vated to seek a solution. By contrast, a message that
evokeshigh levels of fearwould benefitfrom a decrease
in elaborationof the harmfulconsequencesand a focus
on the solution. To examine these predictions, interventionsareneededthat can enhanceor underminethe
level of elaborationon the harmfulconsequencesand
thus determinethe effectivenessof a fear appeal. Relevant literatureis reviewedwith this goal in mind.

EFFECTS OF FEAR AROUSAL
The impact of high fear arousalappearsto be influencedby the level of defensivemaneuverspeopleengage
in when faced with a threateningmessage. These defensive techniquesmay include avoiding the message,
minimizing the severity of the threat, selectively attendingthe message,discountingthe threat,and denying its personal relevance (Eagly and Chaiken 1993;
Rogers 1983).Along these lines, Janis and Terwillinger
(1962) found that subjectsgeneratedmore counterarguments and had poorer recall of the harmful consequences of smoking when high ratherthan low levels
of fearwereevokedby an appeal.These findingssuggest
that "the more strongly fear is aroused by a warning
communication,the more stronglymotivated the person will become to avoid symbolic responses and
thoughtsequenceswhich lead him to recall or to focus
his attention on the essentialcontent of the arguments
and conclusions"(Janisand Terwillinger1962, p. 409).
If this observationis correct and a high level of fear
arousalinterfereswith messageprocessingby prompting
messageavoidance,the presenceof an interventionthat
reduces the desire to avoid a high-fearappeal should
enhance its impact.
Additionalinsightabout how feararousalaffectspersuasion is offered in a study conducted by Janis and
Feshbach (1953). Three messages were designed to
evoke low, medium, and high levels of fear. This entailedvaryingthe numberand severityof problemsthat
weredescribedas arisingfrom poor dental hygieneand
either using or not using personal languageand vivid
pictures to describe the problems. Conformity to the
message's recommendedtoothbrushingpractices was
assessedby havingsubjectsreporton their toothbrushing behaviorone week priorto and one week aftermessageexposure.The findingsindicatedthat only the lowfear appeal produceda significantgain in conformity.
The medium appealgenerateda marginallysignificant
increase,whereasthe high-fearappealprovedineffective
in increasing conformity.

From our earlier discussion, we suggest that Janis
and Feshbach's(1953) findingswere a function of their
appeals'varyingthe level of problemelaboration.Specifically, their high-fear appeal featured personalized
language(e.g., "This can happen to you") and was accompanied by vivid photographsof tooth decay and
mouth infections. Our view is that the use of self-reference and vivid pictures of the consequences in the
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high-fear appeal may have prompted an increase in
elaboration of the problems, an assertion that is supportedby work in the effectsof both self-referenceand
vividness (Bower and Gilligan 1979; Kisielius and
Sternthal 1984; Rogers, Kuiper, and Kirker 1977). In
turn, the elaborationof problemsmay have limited the
processingof the solutions offeredby the message, an
assertionthatis consistentwiththe absenceof references
to the original appeal found in subjects' open-ended
responsesand the greatersusceptibilityto counterpropaganda. Thus, Janis and Feshbach's(1953) findings
for the high-fearcondition suggestthat highfeararousal
accompaniedby substantialproblem elaborationmay
undermine persuasion because it interfereswith elaboration on the recommendedsolutions.
Janis and Feshbach's(1953) results for the low-fear
conditionalso seem congenialwith the notion that some
elaborationon the problemscontained in the message
enhances its persuasive impact. Along these lines, it
mightbe noted that Janisand Feshbach'slow-fearmessage only included three types of problems: cavities,
tooth fillingsand decay,and mouth and gum infections,
whereasthe high-fearmessage contained referencesto
seven types of problems:toothaches,tooth extractions
and other painful dental work, tooth fillings, mouth
and gum infections,discoloredteeth, decayedteeth, and
cavities. Becausesubjectswere given the same amount
of time to processeach message(15 minutes),they may
have had the opportunityto elaborateon each of the
problems described in the low-fear appeal. Janis and
Feshbach'slow-fearcondition also included picturesof
healthyteeth that may have encouragedelaborationof
the solution. This premise is supportedby the observation that in relationto a control messagethat did not
include any health consequences, subjectsin the lowfear condition were able to provide significantlymore
explicit referencesto the problems and the solutions
listed in the originalfear messagea week aftermessage
exposure. Thus, it appearsthat a low-fearappeal may
be more persuasiveif it is accompaniedby the opportunity or ability to elaborate on the message-related
problemsand solutions.
Although Janis and Feshbach (1953) provide evidence on how an increase in problem elaborationdecreases message processingfor a high-fearappeal and
facilitatesmessageprocessingfor a low-fearappeal,they
do not examine the effects of reduced problem elaboration for low-and high-fearappeals.Specifically,they
do not include conditions that reduced problem elaborationfor the high-andlow-fearappealsto test whether
a decreasein problem elaborationwould enhance the
persuasivenessof a high-fearappealand reducethe persuasivenessof the low-fearappeal.These conditionsare
tested in the presentstudy.
Supportfor our account of the effectsof fear appeal
wouldbe of boththeoreticaland practicalinterest.From
a theoretical perspective, confirming evidence would
specify the relationshipbetween problem elaboration
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and persuasion.Althoughthere is evidence documenting the relationshipbetweenelaborationof the solution
and persuasion(Janis and Feshbach 1953; Leventhal
1970), the relationshipsbetween problem elaboration
and persuasionand between problem elaborationand
solutionelaborationhave not been reported.To provide
a test for the mediatingrole of problemelaboration,we
comparethe effect of increasingand reducingthe level
of problem elaborationon the persuasivenessof lowand high-fearappeals.In addition, we conduct a series
of mediationtests to supportthe causaldirectionof the
relationship from problem elaboration to solution
elaborationto persuasion.From a practicalperspective,
our investigationwill identifyelaborationinterventions
that arelikelyto enhancethe persuasivenessof low-and
high-fearappeals.

VARYING PROBLEM ELABORATION
To test our view, a suitableway to manipulateproblem elaborationand feararousalwas needed.The study
by Janis and Feshbach (1953) just described suggests
that self-referenceis a means of varyingproblem elaboration. The emergingview is that information about
the self includesa vast arrayof knowledge(e.g., physical
appearance,past experiences,behavior patterns, attitudinallikes and dislikes,and relationshipstowardothers), that rendersthe self a source of one of the richest
and most elaboratenetworksin memory. Becausepeople have more knowledgeabout themselves than they
have about others, events encoded with respect to the
self can be made more elaboratethan events encoded
with respect to others (Bower and Gilligan 1979;
Burnkrantand Unnava 1995;Greenwaldand Pratkanis
1984; Kuiper and Rogers 1979; Rogers et al. 1977).
Thus, we expected greaterelaborationwhen the problem was directlyrelatedto the self (reader)ratherthan
someone else.
The Janis and Feshbach (1963) study also implies
that varying the vividness of the stimulus is a viable
means of varyingproblem elaboration. We chose imagery processingfor this purpose because it prompts
more or less elaborationof a messagewhile allowingus
to hold the content of the messageconstant (MacInnis
and Price 1987).
The effectsof imageryprocessingon elaborationare
well documented (Kisielius and Sternthal 1984;
Maclnnis and Price 1987). For example, Brown,
Keenan, and Potts (1986) show that imaging oneself
producesgreaterelaborationthan imagingsomeoneelse
(Bone and Ellen [1992]; for an exception, see Lord
[1980]). Thus, we expect even greaterelaboration on
the problem when recipients are asked to imagine
themselves sufferingthe consequences of noncompliance.
To test whether a decrease in problem elaboration
would increase persuasion for a high-fearappeal and
reducepersuasionfor a low-fearappeal,an appropriate

interventionto reduce vividness was sought. Research
reportedby McGill and Anand (1989a, 1989b) suggests
that an instructionto image is likely to -enhanceelaboration, whereas instructionsto process a message in
an objective manner and not use imageryare likely to
encourage subjects to be literal and suppresselaboration. Theirstudiessuggestthatsuch objectiveprocessing
instructionspromptsubjectsto rely on the messageinformation itself rather than relate the information to
their prior feelings and beliefs about the messagecontent. Consistentwith this view is the premisethat persuasion underobjectiveprocessingis determinedmore
by learningthe message content than the associations
connectedto the messagecontent. Thus, we expect decreased problem elaboration when recipients are instructedto think objectivelyaboutthe problemas being
someone else's.
We applied these findingsto our hypotheseson the
relationshipfrom fear arousal to problem elaboration
to persuasion.Recall that we expected conditions that
increaseproblemelaborationto increasesolution elaboration and thus persuasionfor a low-fearappeal and
to decrease solution elaborationand persuasionfor a
high-fearappeal. Thus, the high-fearappeal should be
less persuasivethan the low-fearappeal in the imagery
and/or self-referenceconditions. By contrast, we predicted that a decrease in problem elaborationshould
increaseelaborationof the messagesolution and, thus,
persuasionfor a high-fearappeal and should decrease
solution elaborationand persuasionfor a low-fearappeal. Thus, the high-fearappeal should be more persuasive than the low-fear appeal in the objective processing and/or other-referenceconditions.

METHOD

Subjects
The experimentaltreatmentswere administeredin a
2 (low fear/high fear) X 2 (self-reference/referenceto
others) X 2 (imagery/objectiveprocessing) betweensubjectsdesign. Ninety-seven smokers,recruitedfrom
a pool of students at a large eastern university,participatedin the study,which requiredthem to reada pamphlet on smoking, put it aside, and answer questions
in a booklet. The sample group had smoked for, on
average,4.2 years;73 percent of the subjectshad tried
to quit at least once, 62 percentclaimedto have suffered
from the side effects of smoking, and all of them had
heard about a nicotine patch as a possible method to
reduce the incidence of smoking.

Stimulus
In accordancewith the design to study fear appeal
most commonly used in academicresearch(Eaglyand
Chaiken 1993;Hovlandet al. 1953),the firstpartof the
appeal was devoted to the consequences of smoking.
To manipulate the point of reference, 51 subjects in
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the self-reference condition were exposed to an ad that
employed second-person wording ("Cigarette smoking
is dangerous to your health"). The remaining subjects
were assigned to the other-reference condition, in which
the message used third-person wording ("Cigarette
smoking is dangerous to the health of those close to
you"). This operationalization departs from the traditional operationalization of reference to others. Rather
than use a manipulation of reference to others that involves directing the message recipient to change someone else's-smoking behavior (Bower and Gilligan 1979;
Rogers et al. 1977), we sought to change the recipient's
own smoking behavior because of concern for others.
Our operationalization also seemed appropriate because
it is more consistent with the other-reference campaigns
used by marketing practitioners (Hinsberg 1990; Stuteville 1970).
The manipulation of outcomes in the low- and highfear appeals was based on those used by the American
Cancer Association. The low-fear appeal included outcomes such as coughing, wheezing, fever, weakness, and
weight loss (see App. A for samples of appeals) that
could result in a predisposition for shortness of breath,
especially during physical exercise. The high-fear condition included more dire outcomes: drooping eyelids,
shoulder and arm pain, difficulty in swallowing, and
swollen lymph nodes in the neck, resulting in atherosclerosis, which predisposes the sufferer to heart attacks
and possible death. This design, which includes multiple
symptoms and consequences, is similar to the one used
by Janis and Feshbach (1953) in their dental hygiene
study. The appeals were also designed to be of equal
length (approximately seven health consequences and
112 words in each message).
The harmful outcomes were followed by recommendations to reduce the incidence of smoking. Again, this
ordering of problems and recommendations was based
on Hovland et al.'s (1953) design. All the appeals had
the same set of recommendations: they advocated trial
of the Wonder patch (a fictitious name). Our information about how to apply the Wonder patch was obtained from companies marketing other nicotine
patches. Recommendations on how to use and remove
the patch were included in the second half of the message (see App. B for the recommendations).
The third between-subjects variable was the type of
processing instructions given to subjects. The manipulation of imagery and objective processing was adopted
from McGill and Anand (1989b). Half the subjects received the following instructions to engage in imagery
processing.
We do requestthat you readthe ad carefully,using your
imaginationto help you get a sense of the content of the
ad. Utilize the power of your imagination to help you
visualizethis situation.
The other half of the subjects received the following
objective processing instructions.
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We do requestthat you readthe ad carefully,being wellreasoned and logical to help you get a sense of what is
beingpresented.Don't let your imaginationget the better
of you. Rather,try to objectivelyunderstandthe content
of the ad.

Procedure
Subjects were run in large groups with all eight conditions randomized within each group. The experiment
took approximately half an hour to complete. The
questionnaire was administered after subjects read the
pamphlet on smoking.
To check the level of elaboration, subjects were asked
to list their thoughts immediately after message exposure. They were told not to describe what was in the
message itself but rather what was going through their
minds as they read the message. A person who was blind
to the experimental conditions classified the thoughts
as related to the problem (e.g., "I didn't know smoking
made eyelids droop") or as related to the patch or the
solution (e.g., "I don't have any non-hairy areas on my
body").
Subjects next indicated the level of message persuasion on the basis of their agreement with the message's
solution. Six seven-point semantic differential attitudinal scales were used to measure subjects' estimates of
whether they were likely to follow the recommendations
to stop smoking by using the patch, how likely they
were to buy the patch, whether they would recommend
the patch to a friend, how interested they would be in
learning more about the patch, how likely they were to
discuss the patch with a friend, and whether they wanted
to receive an additional information sheet on the patch.
Several additional measures were included as possible
covariates: gender, frequency of behavior, familiarity
with the effects of smoking, familiarity with the actions
one could take to stop smoking, familiarity with other
patches, whether the subject had suffered any health
effects from smoking or if anyone they knew had suffered health effects from smoking, whether they felt
vulnerable to the dangerous effects caused by smoking,
if they had tried to quit before, and whether any members of their family or close friends smoke. There were
no significant main effects of the covariates. Although
there were some significant interactions between the
covariates and the independent variables, these results
were not interpretable and thus will not be discussed
further.
To assess the adequacy of the fear arousal manipulation, subjects indicated the degree to which the ad
made them feel very unafraid/very afraid, relaxed/tense,
calm/agitated, and restful/excited on a seven-point semantic differential scale. We also included several additional measures to check the potential effects of the
level of fear arousal on various affective and cognitive
responses identified in previous research. Affective responses were examined by having subjects indicate their
level of agreement with the extent to which the ad made
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them feel guilty, shameful, angry,remorseful,and sad
on seven-pointscales. As none of these emotions were
significantlydifferentacrosstreatments,they were not
considered in subsequent analyses. In the same way,
analysis of severalpotential cognitive mediators,such
as perceptionsabout the amount of information contained in the message,message efficacy,and perceived
susceptibility,believability,and credibilityof the message, indicatedthat the two levels of fear and the other
independentvariablesdid not varyon these dimensions
(F's<

1)..

Point of referencewas examinedby means of several
indicators. Self-referencewas inferred on the basis of
subjects' responses to questions about the extent to
which the ad helped them to lead a more healthfullife
and helped prevent them from sufferingbecause they
smoke. The other-referenceindicators were helping
othersto lead a more healthfullife and helping to prevent others from sufferingbecause they were in close
proximityto the smoker.
Three additional measureswere then administered.
Elaboration was assessed by the number of related
scenesand eventsgeneratedwhile subjectswerereading
the ad (e.g., "I rememberhow difficultit was for me to
breathebefore my firstcigaretteevery morning").Imagerywas examinedby askingsubjectson a seven-point
scale how easily the messagewas picturedor imagined.
The extent to which subjectsengagedin literalmessage
processingwas determinedby asking subjectsto recall
what they rememberedfrom the smoking pamphlet.A
recall score was computed by assigning one point for
rememberingeach of the four steps outlined in the
messagerecommendations.
Finally,to evaluatethe possibilitythat individualdifferences in ability to image may have influenced the
imageryevoked by the communication, we asked subjects to complete a shortened version of Bett's Questionnaire upon Mental Imagery Scale (Bett 1909).
Twelveitems wereused to estimatewhetherindividuals
could imagine positive (e.g., "Can you see the car with
a handsome couple inside?"),neutral (e.g., "Can you
see a car standingin front of a house?"),and negative
events(e.g., "Canyou see it get out of controland crash
throughthe house?").As there were no differencesin
subjects'overallabilityto image acrosstreatments,this
measureis not includedin any of the subsequentanalyses (F's < 1).

RESULTS
Overview
We predictedthat the low-fearappealshouldbe more
persuasivethan the high-fearappealwhen the message
encouragesproblemelaboration.This effectshould occur becausean increasein problemelaborationshould
enhance elaborationon the solution and thus persuasiveness in the low-fear condition. A low-fear appeal

should prompt more problem and solution thoughts
than a high-fear appeal when the message encourages
problem elaboration (self-reference, imagery processing). By contrast, a high-fear appeal should be more
persuasive than a low-fear appeal when the message
discourages problem elaboration. This effect should occur because a decrease in focus on the problem should
reduce the defensive tendency to avoid the message and
should increase message elaboration and thus increase
persuasion. This prediction would be supported by more
problem and solution thoughts in the high-fear condition than the low-fear condition when the message discourages problem elaboration (with reference to others
and/or objective processing).

Manipulation Checks
Fear Arousal. The four items used to measure
arousal were averaged and summed to form a fear index
(a = .89). An ANOVA indicated that the treatments
were effective in creating two different levels of fear
arousal (X = 1.94, SD = .94 vs. X = 2.59, SD = 1.46;
F(1,91) = 5.89, p < .05). Thus, despite the fact that
each message included recommendations that were designed to reduce fear arousal, there was a significant
difference in fear arousal for the low- and high-fear appeals. The main effect of point of reference (F(1,91)
= 1.20, p = .27), type of processing, and the two- and
three-way interactions among fear, type of processing,
and reference on the fear index were not significant (F's
< 1).
Reference. An ANOVA indicated that those in the
self-reference_condition perceived the ad as directed toward them (X = 5.08, SD = 1.95) more than those in
the other-reference condition (X = 4.02, SD = 1.71;
F(1,94) = 7.29, p < .01) on the self index; those in the
other-reference_condition saw the target of the ad as
someone else (X = 4.33, SD = 1.11) rather than themselves (X = 3.42, SD = 2.14; F(1,94) = 4.16, p < .05)
on the other index. In the same way, there were more
thoughts about others in the other-reference condition
(X = .48, SD = .65) than the self-reference condition
(X = .21, SD = .50; F(1,96) = 5.36, p < .01). The number of thoughts about the self did not differ by treatment
(F < 1). The main and higher-order effects of fear, type
of processing, and the interaction between fear, type of
processing, and point of reference were not significant
on the reference checks (F's < 1).
Type of Processing. An ANOVA indicated that
those in the imagery condition generated more scenes
and events (X = 4.24, SD = 1.49) than those in the
objective condition (X = 3.29, SD = 1.95; F(1,94)
= 4.50, p < .05). By contrast, those in the objective
condition recalled more (X = 3.00, SD = 1.42) than
those in the imagery condition (X = 1.63, SD = 1.12;
F(1,94) = 3.94, p < .05). Subjects in the imagery condition also indicated on a seven-point scale that the
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TABLE 1
EFFECTS OF FEAR AROUSAL AND POINTOF REFERENCEON PERSUASION, MESSAGE ELABORATION,AND RECALL
FOR IMAGERYAND OBJECTIVE-PROCESSINGCONDITIONS
Imagery processing
Reference to others

Objective processing

Self-reference

Reference to others

Self-reference

Low fear

High fear

Low fear

High fear

Low fear

High fear

Low fear

High fear

2.80
(1.06)
.73
(.79)
.18
(.41)
1.64
(1.1 0)
11

3.82
(.99)
1.78
(1.09)
1.33
(1.58)
1.77
(1.83)
10

*4.51
(1.52)
2.67
(.87)
2.44
(1.13)
1.33
(1.23)
12

3.67
(.97)
.69
(.75)
.77
(.73)
1.77
(1.03)
13

3.98
(1.31)
.69
(.86)
.46
(.52)
2.46
(1.33)
13

4.95
(1.32)
.77
(1.63)
2.18
(1.29)
1.71
(1.1 1)
13

3.17
(1.66)
.62
(.65)
.31
(.48)
1.77
(.83)
13

3.94
(1.12)
1.08
(1.13)
.77
(1.07)
1.85
(1.41)
13

Persuasion
Problem elaboration
Solution elaboration
Solution recall
n

NOTE.-Values shown are means (?SD).

message was more easily pictured or imagined (X =
4.5 1, SD = 2.19) than subjectsin the objectivecondition

these predictions,the interactionbetweenreferenceand
fear was significanton persuasion(F(1,90) = 10.26, p

(X = 3.69, SD = 2.12; F(1,94) = 3.42, p < .05). An

< .01), problem thoughts (F(l,90) = 10.94, p < .01),
and solution thoughts (F(l,90) = 20.40, p < .01). No

ANOVA indicated no other significantdifferenceson
these two imagery measures or on the message recall
measureacross treatments(all F's < 1, except for the
type of processing X referenceinteraction, for which
F(1,94) = 1.28, p = .24).

HypothesesTests
The level of persuasion, the number of problem
thoughtsand solution thoughts,and the extent of recall
categorizedby treatment are shown in Table 1. The
six items relatedto subjects'attitudestowardthe patch
were averagedfor each subjectbecausethey loaded on
one factor and formed a reliable persuasion index (a
= .90). An ANOVA indicatedthat the three-wayinteraction betweenfear,point of reference,and type of processing was significant on the persuasion measure
(F(1,90) = 5.10, p < .05), problem thoughts (F(1,90)
= 10.67, p < .01), and solution thoughts (F(1,90)

= 3.95, p < .05). These outcomes are shown in Figure 1.
Imagery Processing.

Our theorizing suggests that

for a high-fearappeal, the presenceof an intervention
that underminedproblem elaboration, such as otherreference,would enhance messageprocessingand persuasion because subjectswould be less likely to avoid
the message.By contrast,a reductionin problemelaboration for the low-fearappealwould underminemessage processingand favorableattitudes because an inconsequentialmessage would be renderedeven more
inconsequential.This premise would be supportedby
more favorableattitudes and more problem and solution thoughtsfor the high-fearappealthan the low-fear
appealin the other-referencecondition.Consistentwith

significanteffectswere obtained for the recall measure
(F's < 1).

Inspectionof the attitudeand thoughtsdataindicated
that subjectsin the other-referenceconditionresponded
differentlyto the high- and low-fear appeals. As the
graph of the imagery condition in Figure 1 (panel A,
left) indicates, in the presence of the other-reference
interventionto reduce problem elaboration,the highfear appeal was more persuasivethan the low-fearappeal'(F(1,90) = 6. 10, p < .05). In the same way, panels

B and C indicatethereweremore problemand solution
thoughts for the high- than the low-fearappeal in the
other-reference condition (for problem thoughts,
F(l,90) = 6.81, p < .05; for solution thoughts, F(l,90)
= 7.13, p < .05).

A differentpatternof outcomes was observedin the
self-referencecondition,whichwas expectedto enhance
problem elaboration.An increasein problem elaboration was expected to increase the desire to avoid the
high-fearmessage and stimulate the processingof the
low-fearappeal.The data depictedin Figure 1 are consistentwith these expectations.The low-fearappealwas
marginallymore persuasivethan the high-fearappeal
in the self-referencecondition,whichenhancesproblem
elaboration(F( 1,90) = 2.19, p < .07). In addition,there
were more problemand solution thoughtsfor the lowfearappealthanthe high-fearappealin the self-reference
condition (for problem thoughts, F(1,90) = 6.30, p
< .05; for solution thoughts, F(l,90) = 16.16, p < .05).
Objective Processing.

We expected the same pattern

of results in the objective processingcondition as was
obtained in the imagery condition. Specifically, the
other-referenceintervention was expected to enhance
messageprocessingand persuasionfor the high-fearap-
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FIGURE1
INTERACTIONBETWEEN FEAR AND POINT OF REFERENCEON PERSUASION, PROBLEM, AND SOLUTIONELABORATION
IN THE IMAGERYAND OBJECTIVEPROCESSING CONDITIONS
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peal and reducemessageprocessingand persuasionfor
the low-fearappeal.By contrast,the self-referencecondition was expectedto enhancemessageprocessingand
persuasionfor the low-fearappealand underminemessageprocessingand persuasionfor the high-fearappeal.
The pattern of results obtained for the objective condition is presentedin the right-handcolumn of Figure
1. An ANOVA indicated a significantinteraction betweenreferenceand fearfor solutionthoughtsand recall
(for solution thoughts, F( 1,90) = 6.30, p < .05; for recall,
F(1,90) = 1.71, p < .05). The predicted interaction be-

tween referencingand fear was not significantfor persuasion or problem thoughts (F's < 1). Instead, there
weretwo main effectsforpersuasion;the other-reference
message was more persuasive than the self-reference
message (F( 1,90) = 11.97, p < .05), and high fear arousal
was more persuasive than low fear arousal (F(1,90)
= 9.73, p < .05). There were no significant effects ob-

tainedfor problemelaboration(for fear,F( 1,90) = 1.43,
p > .10; all other F's < 1).
Although the finding that the high-fearappeal was
more persuasivethan the low-fearappealin the otherreferencecondition was anticipated,the lower persuasion of the low-fearappealthan the high-fearappealin
the self-referencecondition was not. Our theorizing
predictedthat the low-fearappealwould be more persuasive than the high-fearappeal in the self-reference
condition. The significantreferenceX fear interaction
for solution thoughtsand recall enabledus to compare
the high- and low-fear appeals in the self-and otherreferenceconditions in order to understandwhy persuasion was higher than anticipated for the low-fear
other-referencemessageand lowerthan anticipatedfor
the low-fearself-referencemessage.
The differencesin the pattern of solution thoughts
and recall offer some insight about the nature of persuasion in the objective processingcondition. Specifically, we found that recipientselaboratedmore on the
solutionin the other-referencecondition when exposed
to the high-than the low-fearmessage(F( 1,90) = 23.52,
p < .05). By contrast,subjects'solutionrecallwashigher
when exposed to the low- than the high-fearmessage
(F(1,90) = 2.76, p < .05). In the same way, solution

thoughts were higher for the high-fear appeal in the
other-referencecondition than the self-referencecondition (F( 1,90) = 15.84, p < .05), whereas solution recall

was higherfor the low-fearappealin the other-reference
condition than the self-referencecondition (F(1,90)
= 2.04, p < .05).
These contrastingpatternsof recall and elaboration
indicate that persuasionis based on recall, not elaboration, in conditions that encourage literal message
learningand discourageelaboration(i.e.; objectiveprocessing,referenceto others, and low fear). By contrast,
elaboration determines persuasion under conditions
that encouragesubjectsto relate message information
to prior feelings and beliefs (i.e., imagery processing,
self-reference,and high fear).This view can accountfor
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our findings in conditions that encourageelaboration
versusthose conditions that suppresselaboration.Specifically, seven of our eight conditions 'encourageda
little or a lot of elaboration by evoking imagery processing, self-reference,and/or high fear. The patternof
problem and solution thoughts is consistent with persuasion in these conditions. By contrast, the low-fear,
other-reference,objectiveprocessingcondition did not
include any elaborationmechanisms.In the absenceof
any interventionto prompt elaboration,subjectsseem
to have relied on their recall of the advocatedsolution
to form a persuasionjudgment.
The pattern of correlationsbetween recall, solution
elaboration,and persuasionis consistentwith this view.
The correlationbetween recall and persuasionis insignificant in all seven conditions that encourageat least
some elaboration(p's > .10) but not in the objective
processing,other-reference,low-fearcondition (r = .64,
p < .08). These outcomes are in contrastto the significant correlations between solution elaboration
thoughts and attitudes in the seven elaboration-enhancing conditions (r = . 36, p

<

.05) but not in the

objectiveprocessing,other-reference,low-fearcondition
(r = .05, p > .70). The implicationsof relyingon recall,
which is memorybased,versuselaboration,which may
be consideredmore as on-line processing,is addressed
in more detail in the discussion section.

Mediation Analyses
A series of path analyses were undertakento determine whether problem elaborationmediates the relationship between fear and persuasionand whethersolution elaboration mediates the relationshipbetween
problem elaboration and persuasion. In addition, we
tested an alternative model to examine whether a
change in problem elaboration had an effect on fear
and persuasion. Unlike the first model, in the latter
model the effect of problem elaborationon persuasion
would be mediatedby fear arousal.
We used Sobel'sprocedureas reportedin Baronand
Kenny (1986) to test the models outlined above. Four
regressionequationsare tested for each model. For example, the relationshipfrom fear arousal to problem
elaborationto persuasionwould be supportedby (1) a
significanteffectof feararousalon problemelaboration,
(2) a significanteffect of problem elaborationon persuasion, (3) a significanteffect of fear arousal on persuasion, and (4) an insignificanteffect of fear arousal
on persuasion(full mediation)or a less significanteffect
than the resultsin Equation3 (partialmediation)when
the effect of problemelaborationis partialedout.
Table 2 outlines the four equations. Column 1 providesthe standardizedcoefficientsand theirsignificance
values for the mediatingeffectof problemelaboration.
Column 2 repeatsthe analysisin column 1 for the mediatingeffectof total messageelaborationon persuasion.
Column 3 presentsa separatetest on the mediatingrole
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TABLE 2

TABLE 3

PATH ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECT OF FEAR AROUSAL
ON PERSUASION AND ITS MEDIATION BY PROBLEM,
TOTAL MESSAGE, AND SOLUTION ELABORATION

PATH ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTS OF PROBLEM AND
TOTAL MESSAGE ELABORATION ON PERSUASION
AND THEIR MEDIATION BY FEAR AROUSAL

Problem
elaborationa

Total message
elaboration

Solution
elaboration

.24
.23
.22

.21
.30
.22

.07*
.23
.22

.16*

.16*

.20

elaboration
Fear
Elaboration -- persuasion
Fear
persuasion
Fear
persuasion
(without elaboration)
aValues shown are standardized
*p > .10 (all other p's < .05).

regression

coefficients.

of solution elaboration.This analysiswas conductedto
ruleout the possibilitythat thereis a directlink between
fear arousaland solution elaboration.
The results indicate that both problem elaboration
and total message elaboration are significantfull mediators of the relationship between fear arousal and
persuasion.Fear arousal does not have a direct effect
odnpersuasion. Rather, it causes elaboration on the
message,and particularlythe problempart of the message,whichin turn determinespersuasion.In addition,
this analysisindicates that elaborationon the solution
alone is not sufficientto determinethe relationshipbetween fear and persuasion.The results in row 1 of the
solution elaborationcolumn in Table 2 indicate that
fear arousaldoes not have a direct link with solution
thoughts (p > .50), thus failing the first requirement
for the mediationtest. These resultsare also consistent
with the view that problem elaborationmust precede
solution elaboration.
Furthersupportfor the effectof the orderof problem
and solution elaboration on persuasionwas obtained
by testing whether solution elaboration mediates the
relationshipbetween problemelaborationand persuasion. The analysis indicated that solution elaboration
partially mediates the relationship between problem
elaborationand persuasion.ApplyingBaron and Kenny's (1986) procedure,we found (1) a significanteffect
of problemelaborationon solutionelaboration(f = .21,
p < .05), (2) a significanteffect of solution elaboration
on persuasion(f = .23, p < .05), (3) a significanteffect
of problem elaboration on persuasion (f = .27, p <
.01), and (4) a less significant(for partial mediation)
effect of problem elaborationon persuasionwhen the
effectof solution elaborationis partialledout (f = .19,
p < .08 vs. A = .27, p < .0 1). These resultsindicatethat
elaborationon the problemdetermineselaborationon
the solution, which in turn determinespersuasion.
A thirdmediatingtest for the relationshipfrom elaboration to fear arousal to persuasionwas designed to
rule out the possibility that an increase (decrease)in
elaboration,especiallyproblem elaboration,would increase (decrease)fear arousaland thus determineper-

Problem
elaborationa
fear
Elaboration
Fear -- persuasion
persuasion
Elaboration
persuasion
Elaboration
(without fear)

Total message
elaboration

.24
.16*
.27

.21
.16*
.33

.23

.30

aValues shown are standardized regression coefficients.
*p > .10 (all other p's < .05).

suasion. This model is based on the premise that an
increasein problemelaborationfor the low-fearappeal
may increase the level of fear arousal, which in turn
wouldincreasepersuasion.It is also basedon the notion
that a reductionin problemelaborationwould decrease
fear arousaland thus increasepersuasionfor the highfear appeal. For purposesof comparisonwith Table 2,
we conductedan analysison problemelaboration(col.
1) and total messageelaboration(col. 2). These results
are presentedin Table 3.
The results in Table 3 provide support for the assumption that a change in elaborationof problemand
total message elaborationdoes not affect fear arousal.
Two dimensions of the mediation tests remain unsatisfactory;the effect of fear arousalon persuasionis insignificantfor problem elaborationand total message
elaboration(Eq.2) and the effectof problemelaboration
(# = .23,p < .03) and total messageelaboration(,B= .30,
p < .01) on persuasionremainssignificant(Eq. 4). The
fact that the relationship from elaboration to fear
arousal to persuasionis not supportedprovides additional supportfor the view that fear arousalis responsible for generatingproblem and solution elaboration,
which in turn determinespersuasion.

DISCUSSION
It is widely recognizedthat persuasionis a function
of fear arousalat the time a judgment is renderedfor a
threateningcommunication. Our findingsextend previous work in this areaby identifyinghow fear arousal
affectspersuasion.Specifically,we identify the process
underlyingthe interferingeffects of low and high fear
arousalon persuasion.
Our results supportthe premise that a reduction in
the level of problemelaborationreduceselaborationof
the problem,solution,and the favorablenessof attitudes
for a low-fear appeal, whereas the same decrease in
problemelaborationincreasesmessageelaborationand
persuasionfor a high-fearappeal.By contrast,problem
elaborationthat increases elaboration of the solution
and persuasive impact for a low-fear appeal reduces
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message elaborationand persuasion when the appeal
arousesa high level of fear.
This patternof elaborationand persuasionsupports
our premiseabout the process underlyingthe interference effectsof low and high feararousalon persuasion.
For high feararousal,the premiseis that increasingthe
level of problem elaboration increases the extent to
which the recipientwill engagein defensivetendencies
such as message avoidance and thus reduce message
elaboration.Accordingly,interventions such as reference to others and objective processing enhance persuasionbecauseby reducingthe level of problem elaboration, they reducethe need to avoid the message.In
the absence of a mechanism to reduce problem focus,
these defensiveavoidancetendencies are evidencedby
poor elaborationof the problem and the solution.
A differentprocess appearsto be responsiblefor the
persuasioneffectsof low-fearappeals.Low feararousal
interfereswith persuasionbecause of insufficientmotivation to elaborateon the message. Accordingly,interventionssuch as self-referenceand imageryprocessing enhancepersuasionbecausean increasein the level
of problem elaborationprovides the motivation necessaryfor messageelaboration.This view is supported
by increasedprocessingof the message problems and
solutions. In the absence of a mechanism to increase
the amount of problemelaborationin the low-fearcondition, there are very few problem and solution
thoughts.
Our results also suggest that persuasion may be a
functionof memory-basedmessagerecallin the absence
of messageelaboration.When we discouragedsubjects,
from elaboratingon the problemsby employing reference to othersand objectiveprocessingin the low-fear
message,they relied on solution recall to rendertheir
persuasionjudgment.By contrast,when we discouraged
subjectsfrom elaboratingon the problemsin the highfear message, they relied on their elaboration on the
solution to rendertheirpersuasionjudgment(see Lichtenstein and Srull 1987).
These findingssuggestthat the level of fear arousal
may be positivelyrelatedto the propensityto elaborate.
In conditions of low fear, there may be very little motivation to elaborate;thus, in the absence of additional
interventions to enhance elaboration and given instructions to engage in literal, objective processing,
subjects may rely on what they can remember about
the advocatedrecommendationsin order to judge the
message advocacy. On the other hand, a high level of
fearmay motivatesubjectsto elaborateon the problems
and ignore the solution. Thus, in the presence of additional interventionsto undermineproblem elaboration, subjects seem to have diverted their elaboration
focus to the solution.
Our findingsdiscount a frequentexplanationfor the
relationshipbetweenproblemand solution elaboration.
Our data indicate that the favorablenessof attitudes
was not undermined significantly in the condition
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characterizedby both high fearand high problemelaboration because the extent of problem elaborationdistracted the recipient from processingthe solution. In
fact, the distraction hypothesis was not supported in
eitherthe low- or high-fearcondition. In both fearconditions, the change in problemelaborationwas consistent with solution elaboration.We believethat problem
and solution elaboration are positively related in the
low-fear condition because problem elaboration provides the motivation to seek a solution. Although the
distractionhypothesisis more likely to be supportedin
the high-fearcondition (Hovland et al. 1953), our data
are more consistent with the findings for denial and
avoidanceobtainedby Janis and Feshbach([1953]; for
similar findings, see also Janis [1967]; Janis and Terwillinger[1962]).Janisand Feshbach(1953) interpreted
the higher acceptance of counterpropagandaand lack
of messageretrievalin the high-fearcondition as a reflection of the recipient'smotivation to avoid the message'sthreateningcontent. The recipient'stendency to
avoid messageprocessingratherthan counterarguemay
be responsiblefor the lack of significantdifferencesin
persuasionfor self- versusother-referenceimageryprocessing in the high-fearcondition. Specifically,an increase in counterargumentationmay be necessary to
significantlyunderminepersuasionin the self-reference
imagery condition. As distractionimplicates resource
capacityand allocationof attentionto the problemversus the solution whereasavoidance is related more to
deliberateinattention, more researchis needed to determine the conditions that produce the distraction
versusthe avoidance effects.

APPENDIX A

Low-FearSelf-ReferenceCondition:
CigaretteSmoking Is Dangerous
to Your Health
The habit of smoking cigaretteshas been universally
condemnedby authoritativemedicalgroupsas a leading
cause of severalhealthproblems.The earliestsymptoms
are so ordinary-coughing or wheezing-they are often
dismissed. Other symptoms include fever, weakness,
and weight loss.
,Studying the arteriesof cigarettesmokers, pathologists have seen that the blood vessels of smokers such
as you contain fattyplaques,which adhereto yourwalls
and undermine your circulation. This condition predisposes you to shortness of breath especially during
physical exertion.
Health problemsare uniformlyhigheramong smokers than among nonsmokersin both sexes, betweenthe
ages of 20-35.

High-FearSelf-ReferenceCondition:
CigaretteSmoking Is Dangerous
to Your Health
The habit of smoking cigaretteshas been universally
condemnedby authoritativemedicalgroupsas a leading
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causeof lung cancer,heartattacks,and death.The early
symptomsinclude droopingof uppereyelids, shoulder
and arm pain, difficulty of swallowing and swollen
lymph nodes in the neck.
Studyingthe arteriesof cigarettesmokers, pathologists have seen that the blood vessels of smokers such
as you contain a great number of fatty plaques, which
adhereto your walls and cut off your circulation.This
condition known as atherosclerosis,predisposesyou to
heart attacksand possible death.
Death rates are uniformly higher among smokers
than amongnonsmokersin both sexes,betweenthe ages
of 20-35.

Low-FearOther-ReferenceCondition:
CigaretteSmoking Is Dangerous
to the Health of Those Close to You
The effectsof secondarysmoke has been universally
acknowledgedby authoritative medical groups as a
leading cause of several health problems. The earliest
symptoms are so ordinary-coughing or wheezingthey areoften dismissed.Othersymptomsincludefever,
weakness,and weight loss.
Studyingthe arteriesof nonsmokerswho were close
to cigarette smokers, pathologists have seen that the
blood vesselsof thesenonsmokerscontainfattyplaques,
which adhere to their walls and undermine their circulation. This condition predisposes the sufferer to
shortnessof breathespeciallyduringphysicalexertion.
Health problems are uniformly higher among nonsmokers close to smokers in both sexes, between the
ages of 20-35.

High-FearOther-ReferenceCondition:
CigaretteSmoking Is Dangerous
to the Health of Those Close to You
The effectsof secondarysmoke have been universally
acknowledged by authoritative medical groups as a
leading cause of lung cancer, heart attacks, and death.
The earlysymptomsinclude droopingof uppereyelids,
shoulder and arm pain, difficulty of swallowing and
swollen lymph nodes in the neck.
Studyingthe arteriesof nonsmokerswho were close
to cigarette smokers, pathologists have seen that the
blood vesselsof these nonsmokerscontain a greatnumber of fattyplaques,which adhereto theirwalls and cut
off their circulation. This condition known as atherosclerosis, predisposesthe suffererto heart attacks and
possible death.
Death ratesare uniformlyhigher.among nonsmokers
close to smokers in both sexes, between the ages of
20-35.

APPENDIX B

How Wonde-rPatches Work
Wonder patches contain nicotine. When you put a
Wonderpatch on your skin, nicotine passes from the

patch throughthe skin and into your blood. With repetition, smaller and smaller doses of nicotine are applied.

How to Apply a Wonder Patch
Step 1. Choose a non hairy, clean, dry area of your upper
body or on the upper outer part of your arm.
Step 2. Apply the sticky side of the Wonder patch to
your skin. Press the patch firmly on your skin
with the palm of your hand for about 10 seconds.
Make sure it sticks well to your skin.
Step 3. Wash your hands thoroughly.
Step 4. After approximately 24 hours, remove the patch
you have been wearing. Choose a different place
on your skin to apply the next Wonder patch
and repeat steps 1 to 3.

[ReceivedAugust 1993. Revised June 1995. Brian
Sternthalservedas editorfor this article.]
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